Fz rr 700

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. The most exciting micro roasting machine for pros and aficionados. The spherical
copper drum gets so close the open flame, that it will challenge your senses and artisan skills.
Due to the high conductivity of the copper, and the minimal thermal accumulation, this roaster
behaves -and feels- like driving a Formula 1 racing car. FZ-RR was designed by our top
engineers to deliver an exciting, true, "cult" tool. A must-have collectible item for coffee
passionates. Get it now! FZ-RR is available in two versions: manual and motorized 12V. Skip to
main content. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock.
Brand: Coffee-tech. This fits your. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Fresh Roast SR Next page. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top review from the United States. There
was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This is a
nice little roaster. Complaints are that it has no interior wiper, so the beans don't tumble as
much, and that the capacity is small. But the heat is even, and the roaster is a pleasure to use.
One person found this helpful. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Specifications and Product Details: Coffee-Tech Engineering specializes in the
manufacture of professional coffee roasters and coffee roasting equipment. Our company
designs and manufactures a wide variety of manual and automatic shop coffee roasters, as well
as commercial coffee roasters. Coffee-Tech Engineering is in the possession of experienced
experts in roasting, blending and brewing methodologies. Coffee-Tech Engineering is
committed to follow strict manufacturing standards, to bring innovative and fresh thinking, and
supports its clients worldwide. Much more, we are capable of wrapping it all up with our unique
and stunning designs. As it would be expected from coffee fanatics, we put the coffee in center
of things. Product Type 1. Roasting Machine 2. Purifying Filtering 3. Accessories 4. Silos Home
Coffee Roaster. This spherical copper barrel on open flame gets you the closest you can get to
the material. Challenging your senses and artisan skills, with maximal conductivity of the
copper, minimal thermal generation making it responsive to flame acceleration like driving a
Formula 1. Designed by our top roasting machines engineers, to provide a true exciting "cult"
coffee tool, a must for coffee passionates or beginners,. Get it now, available as manual with
classic wooden knobs or 12v motorized version with Phnole black knobs. Features: Commercia
Coffee Roaster Machine 1. Cooling timemin 3. CE approval. Features: industrial coffee roaster
machine 1 20 kg batch capacity 2. Features: coffee roaster 1 2kg batch capacity 2 kg per hour.
Features: coffee roaster 1 2kg batch capacity 2 kg per hour 3 kg a day. Features: 1. Net weight is
KG 3. Drum - cast iron 5. Features: coffee roaster. Features: coffee roaster 1 3kg batch capacity
2 kg per hour. Features: coffee roaster 1. Features: coffee roaster 1 3kg batch capacity 2 kg per
hour 3. Features: coffee roaster 1 3kg batch capacity 2. Name: Motorized Home Coffee Roaster,
2. Origin: Israel, 3. Type: Coffee Roaster, 4. Capacity: gr. Quick Brief Power W : 3. Product
Features: 1. Name: Motorized Home Coffee Roaster 2. Origin: Israel 3. Type: Coffee Roaster 4.
Application: Home. Specifications and Product Details:. Coffee-Tech Engineering specializes in
the manufacture of professional coffee roasters and coffee roasting equipment. Silos Home
Coffee Roaster Designed to be operated with home gas stove. Electrical Motor adaptor is
supplied. The most exciting roasting apparatus for pros or amateurs. Designed by our top
roasting machines engineers, to provide a true exciting "cult" coffee tool, a must for coffee
passionates or beginners, Get it now, available as manual with classic wooden knobs or 12v
motorized version with Phnole black knobs. Industrial coffee roaster machine with 20 kg batch
capacity Model No. Industrial coffee bean roaster with 2 kg batch capacity Model No. Industrial
coffee bean roaster with 3 kg batch capacity Model No. Rear Suspension Monocross with single
shock adjustable for preload. There had been two-valve engines, three-valve engines and even

four-valve engines, but the radical, race-ready five-valve Genesis design was fresh, beautifully
executed and performed famously on the street and on the track. It brought home the fact that
motorcycle engine technology was leading the entire engineering worldâ€”not even Formula
One cars had as many valves as their drivers had fingers. The valves got all the attention, but
the layout of the bike is just as radical. Fuel is heavy; chassis designers want to get it as low as
possible. Upright cylinders and the traditional bank of carburetors behind them force intake
ports into contortions that slow airflow at high rpm. The solution is to cant the engine radically
forward at about 45 degrees. This gets the weight of the cylinders down and forward, where it
belongs, and allows the carbs to be mounted high, with the light but bulky airbox above them.
And the fuel can now sink into the frame where the carbs used to be. It's simple, elegant and,
like most other advancements, it causes observers to wonder why it had never been done
before. But even a breakthrough design is only as good as the competition's next major model
change. Suzuki followed with the feather-light, oil-cooled production-race-oriented GSXR.
Honda backed up the original Interceptor with the smooth, fast and refined VFR. And late last
year, Kawasaki started selling the Ninja, another slick combination of arm-ripping acceleration,
lancet-sharp handling and real-world ergonomics. The FZ was revolutionaryâ€”but can it still
run head to head with the hot young punks on the block? Yamaha has its own revolutionary
sport this year, the rare, expensive and exotic FZR. So the FZ is now Yamaha's loss-leader sport
bike for the masses. Ogle the FZR on the showroom floor, but put your down payment on the
tariff-beater. The displacement has been dropped to cc by the simple expedient of destroking
the crankshaft; the pistons move 48mm in the , The pistons have changed radically; they are
much lighter than before, with almost no skirt area at all. The rings are also narrower and
lighter, and the rods, like those in the new FZR and FZR, are lighter and stronger. Lightened
reciprocating parts Yamaha claims the piston-ring-rod assemblies are 13 percent slimmer are
often the basis of an all-engine weight-loss program; with less mass flopping on the crank
throws, the crankshaft journals can be reduced in size, the crank can be made lighter, and the
cases that support the whole mess can be pared down as well. Yamaha hasn't gone that far; the
crank and cases are just as beefy as before; meaning the new , with its trimmed-down bouncing
parts, should be even more durable than the nearly bulletproof The valve gear, with its
three-intake, two-exhaust layout, is unchanged. Tiny bucket-and-shim lifters, cleverly stacked
inside the two-layer head assembly, act on the valves directly. The hollow camshafts must be
removed to adjust the valves, so Yamaha made sure the process would occur infrequently; the
light valves, sintered metal seats and general high quality of the parts let Yamaha call for valve
adjustment every 27, miles. The previously redundant exhaust system, however, has been cut in
half. The exhaust timing has also been juggled to work with the new pipe; lift is the same as
before, but the exhaust cam opens the valves on a new schedule. Digital electronic ignition is all
the rage in Japan these days, and the FZ has it. There are no moving parts, other than electrons,
and the new system allows designers to adjust timing at as many as 22 separate rpm points,
letting them fine-tune the spark to follow the engine's needs exactly. The obviously new parts of
the are on the outside. The fairing is more substantial; the upper part is close to the old one but
with triangular contraptions at each forged handlebar to keep airflow off the rider's hands. The
'85 was naked below the waist; the '86 came with a chin fairing. Now the '87 is completely
clothed, with the engine almost completely covered by wraparound ABS. The windshield is
50mm about 2 inches taller to further separate the rider from the windblast. The side panels are
resculptured, with Ferrari Testarossa-style cheese graters directing airflow out of the central
chassis section. The tank and seat are unchanged, although the seat seems more comfortable
than on previous FZs. The chassis remains as it has always been: long, low, rigid and a little
quirky. The frame is steel, but don't sneerâ€”it's the same frame Eddie used last year to carve
'em up at Daytona, so most riders on street tires should be happy with its rigidity. The
wheelbase is a tourer-like Most of the rest of us find steering moderately quick but with a
propensity to require fairly serious changes in steering input with changes in braking or
throttle. The , like its progenitor, wants to stand up in corners, especially slower ones. Touching
the front brake lever increases the stand-up tendency greatly; the relatively soft fork springing
gives the rider a few milliseconds to adjust his steering as the change occurs, but the first few
applications of brake while leaned over will have most riders bobbling their lines a bit. It's
possible to slam the FZ over with the brake on, but takes a fairly heroic push on the handgrip to
do it. Moving the throttle around in a corner also affects the line profoundly. Rolling off the
throttle tightens the line, and rolling it on widens the exit. Our riders found themselves
consciously using the throttle to steer instead of the handlebars be-. The FZ just feels as if it
wants you to leave the handlebar alone once you're committed to a corner. The long wheelbase
and relatively soft front end encourage the rider to stay smooth with his steering inputs to avoid
disturbing the chassis' equilibrium. With the stock Bridgestone Exedras, the shows a

propensity to push the front end when the rider's adrenaline level hits condition red; compared
to its competition in the class, the FZ takes a considerable amount of planning to get through a
corner with equal speed. Replacing the pointy and short-lived front skin with a more rounded
high-performance tire is recommended by experienced FZ hot shoes. A couple of the trick
features of the FZ are gone on the budget-minded The rear shock once had Yamaha's slick,
adjustable rebound damping, which adjusted the rates automatically as the remote preload
adjuster was spun. The new shock is not adjustable, and preload is changed at the bottom with
a simple locking ring. And, alas, the centerstand is gone. The holes are there if you want to
install your own. The brakes, as always, are excellent; the mm front discs and double-action
calipers respond well to a light touch and don't fade until the right rider, on the right racetrack
or downhill canyon, starts to really work them over. The rear disc may be overkill; it's the same
size and caliper style as the front and can be locked up easily by a rider with an inattentive right
foot. An '85 or '86 FZ owner would feel right at home with the revised motor. Throttle response
is a bit quicker due to the reduced mass of the parts flailing around inside. The FZ has long
been known for an excellent spread of power, and the doesn't seem to have lost much as its
displacement has shrunk. Usable power begins with the tach needle barley off the pegs and
builds to a raspy, impatient crescendo as it winds to its 11,rpm redline. The powerband is wide
but progressive, and the FZ has a way of always delivering a little more power than you
expected with a given throttle opening, making it a very exciting, satisfying engine to work with
on a mountain road. Our FZ was run at Baylands Raceway, where excellent traction tends to
give bikes a slight edge over those run at Los Angeles County Raceway, our usual high-desert
test venue, even after the quarter-mile runs have been corrected for weather conditions. The s
from the Japanese have consistently run neck and neck at the stripâ€”the differences are so
slight in performance, none of the machines can be called a clear winner. With the Honda and
the Yamaha now s, we would expect them to run a bit behind the Suzuki and the Kawasaki, but
we'll have to test them all on the same day and at the same track to know for sure. Our ran a
best quarter of With the weather factored in, that translates to a The suffered in the top-gear
roll-on compared to its bigger, older brother. It got to The FZ's street manners are admirable but
not perfect. Five-valve Yamahas have always had nOtchy throttle response right off idle; the FZ,
Fazer and even the long-departed Maxim X tended to lurch a bit as the throttle was pulled off the
stops in a slow corner. The FZ head may be right at the limit of valve area to get acceptable air
velocity at low speeds; it seems the Mikunis are having a hard time mixing the air and fuel
properly at small throttle openings and still getting past the EPA's pipe sniffers with passing
grades. The FZ still has a glitch here, but it didn't seem as bad as on previous
modelsâ€”perhaps the new finely honed digital ignition is compensating for the minor
inadequacy of the carburetion. The solidly mounted motor has no counterbalancing, and a small
amount of buzziness finds its way to the rider. Our machine tingled in the bars and the tank at
rpm, which happens to be an indicated 60 mph in sixth, right where most riders will ride most of
the time on an open highway. The vibes are noticeable but not particularly annoying, and one
always has the option of downshifting to fifth to move the buzz point away from a given road
speed. The has a new cushion ring on the clutch to give smoother engagement; we didn't notice
a significant difference in feel or in drag-strip performance. The six-speed trans is a trouble-free
shifter but still doesn't haveihe light touch and silky feel of a good Suzuki or Kawasaki gearbox.
The FZ is aging gracefully. It has kept up with the times as its competition has evolved and yet
retains the character that stood the original '85 model apart from the mainstream of engine and
chassis design. With its new bodywork and paint, it's a much flashier package than before, and
the combination of moderately comfortable riding position, bulletproof and soul-stirring motor
and fully competent handling make it a viable choice in the marketplace. Home Manufacturer
Contact. Yamaha FZ Make Model. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 5 valves per
cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Electronic
triggered. Spark Plug. Max Power. Max Torque. Wet, multiple discs, cable operated. Final Drive.
Aluminium, twin spar. Front Suspension. Rear Suspension. Monocross with single shock
adjustable for preload. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry
Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot
password or user name? Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of Filtered by:. Previous 1 2 3 11 32
template Next. Hi All I spent some time with Mark from Coffee Roasters Australia this morning
trying out a new small drum roaster that he will be releasing in the near future. This is a little
ripper of a unit the drum is made out of copper with a rod through the center with a cool touch
handle on both ends. The big Plus with this little roaster is the way it roasts the beans you can
go trait form roaster to grinder and pull a shot thats as good as any rested and degassed beans
the pour is spot on no bubbling crema just nice honey like shot that tastes great. Cheers Gra..
Ps: This would be ideal for the CS campers Tags: None. Comment Post Cancel. I suggested

using copper for the drum, i never did experiment with it Now I have seen them popping up on
the net something like this photo KK. Funny thing is that I get better results out of this little
baby than I can out of any commercial roaster. I have had them here for a while but I had to go
to Israel to understand it as I couldnt get my head around it as it is so different from what I had
been taught. Its going up on your website next week and I will add some info on the Snobs site.
I have been having so much fun playing round with it Its not just the copper drum, there is a
science behind it in how it works and if you are open to new experiences it really opens the
mind up on roasting just like the various brewing methods are doing for coffee extraction. Ill
give you the juicy bits next week as the wife will kill me if I stay on the forumn for too much
longer on a Friday!!! All I will say before I go is that it works on a different theory to
conventional roasting heat transfer and goes back to basics in some other areas that based on
this methods theory can have a negative impact on the coffee during the roasting process. I
dont want to say anything is right or wrong because that is not true it is just different to what
you are used to and applies some different principles for different results. Some of the best
espresso Ive had. Dont wait too long to update us. Let me say that this little copper roaster was
a revelation. Re: FZ-RR Baby Roaster Hi guys, I have had quite a few people contact me about
this so Ill update info on this tomorrow with some detailed info as well as pricing and
availability. Just been a bit hectic finalising stocktakes for the end of financial year It is available
in Manual or Motorized with the motorized version coming with a gear motor that drive the
rotation of the drum via a 12V power adapter. I belive it also to be the best and cheapest
sampling roaster for a commercial roaster. The unique roasting result was inspired by
reproducing the velox The sugar and the oils, aroma and the body structure are being
developed only by the conduction with hot metal. In the FZ RR there are two hemispherical
cupper domes, creating a small radius for wrapping a bigger surface of the individual coffee
bean, using copper allows you to apply more conductive heat. In this roasting apparatus there
is only allowance to evacuate steam and smoke via 3 restricted holes to create little pressure
inside the roasting chamber during the final stage. It is about discovering new spectrums of
flavours in coffee. FZ RR can help many commercial roasters to understand and modify their
profile for heavier body, enhanced flavours and wider aromatic spectrum. I use the baby roaster
for sampling as it allows espresso cupping right away with out the real need to rest the coffee
and allows me to especially grasp the flavour characteristics of the origins quickly and
pleasantly. Above all the process is very enjoyable and something you could not replicate in
larger machines due to the need for air introduction. It is the complete opposite to fluid bed
roasting. Drum roasters are a combination of both conductive and convective heating and the
will vary depending on the burner configuration atmospheric direct or packed indirect and
airflow control. Most commercial roasters will try and limit the air at certain stages of the
process to help with sugar and body development. If you have ever roasted full air for a normal
roast cycle you will notice the weight drop due to dehydration of the bean when compared to if
you limit it. This also creates different results in the cup and can be commonly refered to as
baking the bean or simplly sucking the goodness out. There are no paddles inside the drum so
during roasting you just need to give it a bit of a shake every few minutes to help move the
beans around more. The end pulls off so you can view during the process. Generally the roast
times are around mins but you can experiment as much as you like. Lower roast times tend to
be brighter in the cup. The espresso is very smooth and sweet and makes it very easy to pick
up the fruit and spice notes. I use the flavour and aroma notes taken from the baby roaster as a
target for when I roast in the commercial roaster. I did a demonstration the other day for a
roaster on one of his blends that he wasnt quite happy with and the result was totally different
using the baby roaster which he loved in the cup. It made him totally rethink his profile and the
potential he could achieve out of that blend. On the cooling side I just use a strainer or sieve
and transfer between two of them. The coffee cools in a few minutes. But I put it through the
espresso machine still warm sometimes with great results. I belive it is due to retaining more of
the sugars and oils that supress these negative notes. They may still be there but just are
supressed to the extent that you dont seem to recognise them. Sorry for the long note I am just
trying to share as much info as possible as I have really learnt a lot from this little machine in a
short time. It is a bit of a cult hit overseas and I think a great option as an alternative to the
current domestic electric roasters in the fact that it is so very different. It is back to basics and
opens the mind up to various methods of roasting and the differing results that can be
achieved. As I said before I am not knocking any method as so much of coffee is subjective to
individual tasted and preferences. This is just another tool that can help educate and above all it
is affordable and can be enjoyed by the domestic market. At the moment we have sold out of
the motorized version but have plenty on there way and should be here within 3 weeks. You can
also pick them up from Cuppacoffee, Talk Coffee and Coffee Craft and I will update with other

retailers when they come on board. I would suggest if you are interested to get orders in to be
supplied once stock arrives. Mark Additional info: Below is a vide
cadillac cts remote
2005 f350 wiring diagram
92 integra tail lights
o of it in operation by master roaster and cupper Ram Evgi who is the owner of Coffee Tech
Engineering who manufacture the baby roaster. The pics on the previous post were of a roast I
did of PNG Sigri A this afternoon and the results straight through the espresso machine 5
minutes after the roast. I have really been enjoying this origin by itself through the baby roaster
as its given me a whole new perspective on this bean. I have always liked roasting with it
especially for training purposes but in the past may not have used it by itself but more as a base
or additive to a blend I have some more Peru Santa Martha Estate Villa Rica region on the way
so am keen to see what results I get through this roaster for it. I like it and its good value for
money but have had some issues with the aging a bit volatile of it and the crema. Am hoping the
baby roaster can give me some ideas to profile. Maybe I should check the cupping room as well.
Rgds Ben. Copyright coffeesnobs. Yes No. OK Cancel.

